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Consumer data are protected by Magneds
through ISO 27001

Magneds secures ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certification status

Magneds is officially ISO 9001 and 27001 certified. ISO 9001 represents a

high-quality standard, whereas 27001 concerns the protection of critical

personal data which is currently the most sought benchmark. Together with

ISO 27001, Magneds insures her (international) clients that their customer’s

information is handled diligently and secure.

ISO 27001: Handling consumer data securely
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Magneds develops her online sales and loyalty solutions for prominent premium brands

such as FrieslandCampina and Heineken. A great deal of consumers has signed up for

those online platforms. For instance, the Eurosparen database contains the data of over

1.2 million consumers.

 “We deal with personal data on a daily basis. As such, it is essential we
handle such vital information securely. I am glad we prove that we do
with our ISO 27001 certification.  
— Jurgen Swaans, CEO Magneds

Data leaks, hackers and other dangers are an ever-lurking threat in the digital world.

Security of data is required by law and the fines are nothing to scoff at. Starting May

2018, fines can extent up to 20 million euros or 4% calculated over the total revenue

depending on whichever is more, per incident. It is essential that information is

competently secured, both online and offline. Covering events such as what happens in

case of a fire?

After an intense year of audits and implementations, Magneds officially meets all the

requirements stated in the Information Security Management Systems: ISO/IEC

27001:2013.

ISO 9001: Quality management

By implementing ISO 27001, Magneds also choose to keep her procedures in line with

the standard of quality stated by ISO 9001.

 “We wanted a firm foundation that we use to evaluate our projects. ISO
9001 helps us deliver that standard of quality that our clients seek and
deserve.”
— Jurgen Swaans, CEO Magneds



ISO 9001 helps Magneds live up to client’s expectations and comply to current laws and

regulations. Magneds has also implemented procedures to facilitate her strive for

excellent quality and security management.
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